Wiring diagram for single coil pickup

Pickups are one of the simplest electronic devices there are. They are simple enough to create
yourself, with little more than a spool of wire usually a coated wire , a magnet small pile
magnets, or steel posts and a bar magnet , and some fiberboard or plastic. Simply put, you
create a bobbin out of the fiberboard and the magnets, then you wind the wire around the
bobbin thousands of times. The more you wind, the Hotter the pickup will be. The beginning of
the wire is the Ground lead; the end of the wire is the Hot lead. The copper wire and the magnet
create a small electromagnetic field that reacts to your guitar strings and creates an electrical
signal with a constantly varying voltage in the Hot and Ground leads. Your amplifier interprets
these changing voltages as your guitar signal. The magnet determines the polarity of the
pickup. It will either be facing North Up or South Up. If you are not sure what your pickup
polarity is, there are two ways to find out. The first way is to use a regular old school compass
and hold it to the pickup in question. The second way is to use another magnet. If the North side
of the magnet repels away from the pickup, then the pickup has a North Up Polarity. If the North
side of the magnet sticks to the pickup then it has a South Up Polarity. For two single-coil
pickups to have noise-canceling properties in the two and four switch positions one pickup
must have a North Up Polarity and one pickup must have a South Up Polarity. Humbucker
pickups have two coils and they are designed so that one coil has North Up polarity and one
coil has South Up polarity. There are a few ways to determine which way your coil is wound. If
the pickup in question is a Single Coil, then many times you can check by holding the pickup
with the leads coming out from the top. Remember that the coil is wound from Ground to Hot. If
the Ground wire is on the left, then the coil will be wound Counterclockwise to get to the right
side of the pickup, resulting in a Reverse Wound pickup Fig 1. If the Ground Wire is on the right,
then the coil will be wound Clockwise to get to the left side of the pickup, resulting in a regular
Standard Wound pickup Fig 2. The best way is to use a test meter. Lightly tap a screwdriver on
the magnet while watching the meter. Now, if you get a positive reading, it is a Standard Wound
Pickup; if the reading is negative, it is Reverse Wound. That is, wire the Ground where you were
going to wire the Hot, and wire the Hot where you were going to wire the Ground. This will work.
Phase only affects pickups when they are selected at the same time, such as the two and four
positions of a five-way switch AND are in close proximity to each other such, as the Neck and
Middle pickup. Out Of Phase pickups sound weak, thin, and hollow, and are not usually what we
want. Series wiring refers to the way the coils are wired to the Output Jack. With this guitar
pickup wiring method, we wire one coil into another coil that will then go to the Output Jack.
This wiring doubles the voltage output, resulting in a stronger and warmer tone. Most
humbucker pickups are wired using Series wiring. Fig 3. Parallel wiring refers to the way the
coils are wired to the Output Jack. With Parallel wiring, both pickups are wired directly to the
Output Jack in the same way. This approach to guitar pickup wiring results in a BLEND of the
two coils with no significant volume boost. Most Five-Way Switches use Parallel wiring in the
two and four positions to combine pickups. Fig 4. This wiring allows you to get tones similar to
humbucking pickups, as well as single coil combinations not normally available. You even get
thin, pawn shop guitar tones! All done without permanently altering your guitar. A hint taken
from a review of a new signature guitar prompted me to see how his original guitar is wired. I'm
pretty positive that this is it. Wiring Highlights: 3 single coil wiring : the "Mega Strat" revision 4.
The following diagrams are shown as wiring diagrams rather than schematics for the benefit of
the novice. ALL of the diagrams below may be adapted to any volume and tone control
arrangement. It is important to understand the concept of the volume and tone controls to adapt
some of these diagrams to your guitar. If the diagram you wish to use does not show volume
and tone controls, use another diagram as reference and see just how these controls work. It
shouldn't be too difficult, and once you see how these controls are wired, you can easily add
them to any diagram. Commercial licensing is available. Please contact GTC for details. Can't
find the exact guitar wiring diagram you need in our online archive? We also offer custom
drawn guitar or bass wiring diagrams designed to your specifications. Our wiring techs can
design a custom wiring diagram for any brand and type of pickups with your choice of custom
controls and options. Custom Diagram Order Form Page. Strat style guitar wiring diagram with
three single coils, 5-way lever switch, 1 volume, 2 tones. Typical standard Fender Stratocaster
guitar wiring with master volume plus 1 neck tone control and one middle pickup tone control.
Please Note: This Strat style guitar wiring diagram with three single coils, 5-way lever switch, 1
volume, 1 tone control and the Fender Eric Clapton mid boost circuit. Strat wiring diagram with
three single coils, 5-way lever switch, 1 volume, 1 TBX tone control and the Eric Clapton mid
boost circuit with mid boost control. Traditional wiring for the Eric Clapton Signature
Stratocaster as well as other models that use Guitar wiring diagram with three single coils,
5-way lever switch, 1 2 volume, 2 1 tones. Strat style wiring diagram with three single coils,
5-way lever switch, 1 volume and 1 tone. Strat style guitar with a single master tone control.

This is a common modification used to free up the second tone pot location for an additional
switch or Guitar wiring diagram with three single coils, 5-way lever switch, one standard tone
for the neck pickup and one Fender TBX tone control that controls the middle and bridge
pickups. Typical Fender American Standard Stratocaster wiring. Click diagram Created with
Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics.
Shop by Brand GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Quick view. Compare Selected. Parts Kits.
PMT Controls. Wiring Supplies. Custom Designed Wiring Diagrams. Single pickup guitars are
quite common, and wiring them up or changing the pickup is not too difficult. No matter the
type, you can use the following diagrams to install your pickup. Single coil pickups usually have
two wires: one will be the Hot, and the other will be the Ground. Often, the documentation will
let you know which is which. If you have a humbucker, it will most likely have two wires for each
coil and, usually, one that is bare. The bare wire shields and grounds the pickup housing and is
not part of the sound-producing part of the humbucker. We usually twist together the negative
from the first coil with the positive from the second. Connecting the coils this way is called
wiring your coils in series. When we wire our coils in series, the positive from the first coil
becomes our Hot, and the negative from the second coil becomes our Ground. Once we have
our Hot and our Ground wires, we can begin to install the pickup. Most single pickup guitars
have no switch, so we are going to leave it out of this diagram. Without a switch, the volume
control becomes our next step. As a general rule, single coil pickups use k pots, while
humbuckers use k pots. Both values are identical from the outside, and the only difference
between them is the amount of resistance they apply to your signal. Once you have your pickup
soldered to the Volume control, it will be time to add your Tone control. To add the Tone
control, you will need another Volume pot. We usually go with the same value as the Volume
pot, so if you used a k Volume, use a k Tone. The Volume control and Tone control pots are the
same component and are interchangeable. We add a capacitor to the Tone control to give it its
sound-shaping capabilities. The value of the capacitor is a hotly debated subject, and we have
several articles about them here at humbuckersoup. To make it easy, we recommend starting
with the. You can get a standard Output jack at most guitar shops. Can't find the exact guitar
wiring diagram you need in our online archive? We also offer custom drawn guitar or bass
wiring diagrams designed to your specifications. Our wiring techs can design a custom wiring
diagram for any brand and type of pickups with your choice of custom controls and options.
Custom Diagram Order Form Page. Upgrade your original Telecaster or Tele style guitar with
Get the full potential from pickups with a fuller, cleaner Upgrade your original Precision Bass or
P-Bass style instrument with the highest quality electric parts available Create your own custom
pickup switching configurations with humbuckers or single coils. Same as Fender 5-way Super
Create countless pickup configurations and options including P. Split knurled shaft fo
2001 ford taurus starter
09 328i
1996 jeep cherokee starter
r use with Includes two mounting nuts, top washer and friction washer. Mini Switch CTS K
audio taper pro guitar pot with brass shaft. These are the highest grade pots available from
CTS. Unlike most standard CTS pots that have pot metal threaded bushings and aluminum
shafts, our CTS pots are custom made with solid brass shafts and CTS K linear taper pro guitar
pot with brass shaft. Super tough construction and smooth feel in a compact size. Use for coils
splitting, reverse phase switching and other functions. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift
Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand
GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Add to Cart. Oak Grigsby sku: SWL Oak Grigsby sku:
SWR Carling sku: SWM Salecom Switches sku: SWM Philmore sku: SWM Bourns sku: CPPB
Quick view. Compare Selected. Parts Kits. PMT Controls. Wiring Supplies. Series in-phase 2.
North Coil 3. Parallel in-phase 4. South Coil 5. Series reverse-phase. Custom Designed Wiring
Diagrams.

